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Abstract
The problem, to give an internal description of those nearness spaces that are the objects of the
epireflective hull of the topological spaces, in the category of nearness spaces, has been open for 30
years. We describe the closest known approximation to a solution from below. We also present here
for the first time an approximation from above.
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1. Introduction
During the last half-century, several topologists have proposed categories C with the
properties:
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large subcategories such as Top1 (topological spaces satisfying the T1-separation ax-
iom), is a nicely embedded full subcategory of C.
(2) The category Unif (uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps) is a nicely embed-
ded full subcategory of C.
(3) C itself is a pleasant category that is topological over Set (sets and functions).
Examples of such categories are QUnif (quasi-uniform spaces), Mer (merotopic spaces)
[20,21], Near (nearness spaces) [13,14], SuConv (semiuniform convergence spaces) [24],
and qUG (the quantified counterpart to the construct of quasi-uniform spaces) [23,9], as
well as several others.
For a history of all kinds of “uniform” type structures, see [7,22]. Besides the three de-
sirable properties mentioned above, Near provides a setting for handling a wide class of
extensions of topological spaces. The Stone– ˇCech compactification of a completely regu-
lar space X can be obtained via a 3-step process: first, supply X with a suitable uniform
structure; second, complete the resulting uniform space; third, consider the underlying
topological space of the completion. Every nearness space has a completion which, for uni-
form spaces, reduces to the classical completion and every dense and strict T1-extension of
a topological space X can be obtained via such a 3-step process using nearness structures
instead of uniform ones [3].
While Top itself is not a subcategory of Near, its subcategory consisting of symmetric
spaces1 is. Since every T1-space is symmetric, we do not regard this restriction as severe.
For simplicity, from now on, “topological space” stands for “symmetric topological space”,
and Top stands for the corresponding category of topological spaces. It can naturally be
regarded (see below) as a full subcategory of Near.
Being a topological category, Near has canonical products, subspaces, sums, and quo-
tients. In Near, products and subspaces are much nicer than these constructions are in Top.
In the paper “Some topological theorems that fail to be true” ([15], see also [16,8]), it is
shown that the following results hold.
Theorem 1. Each of the following statements is false in Top, but true in Near.
(1) Products of paracompact spaces are paracompact.
(2) Products of compact Hausdorff spaces with normal spaces are normal.
(3) Subspaces of paracompact (normal) spaces are paracompact (normal).
(4) dim(×Y) dimX + dimY for nonempty paracompact spaces X and Y .
(5) dimX = dimY whenever X is a dense subspace of a regular space Y .
(6) dimX  dimY whenever X is a subspace of Y .
The fact that all of the above statements are false in the category Top, but true in Near
is one good reason for the study of Near.
1 X is symmetric iff the equivalence x ∈ cl{y} ⇐⇒ y ∈ cl{x} holds.
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formation of sums and quotients. Of course, the topological spaces are the most important
ones to any topologist and thus it would be interesting to know what are the Near subspaces
and Near products of topological spaces. More generally, what are the Near subspaces of
products of topological spaces in Near? The full subcategory of Near whose objects are
the subspaces of the products of a given subcategory B is the epireflective hull of B . Let
EpiTop be the epireflective hull of Top in Near. Thus, the question we are addressing is:
• What is an internal description of the epireflective hull of Top in Near?
This question was first posed by Herrlich (communicated by Bentley) at a conference
at Southern Illinois University in 1973. In her PhD dissertation [10], Hastings found some
partial answers. The question appeared in published form in 1977 [16]; then in 1978 [4]
it was the main topic and some partial solutions were given there. In his PhD thesis [12],
Heldermann found a rather close approximation from below by means of his concentrated
nearness spaces. The problem was stated again in his 1982 survey by Herrlich [17]. At the
present time, 30 years after it was first posed, the problem remains open. Our objective
here is to give a survey of the known results related to this problem and to present a new
approximation from above.
One should note that the above problem has been solved in two closely related settings:
(1) In her dissertation, Hastings [10] dropped one of the axioms (the one involving unions)
of nearness spaces and termed the resulting spaces heminearness spaces and the result-
ing category HemiNear. If we also drop the closure axiom involving unions from the
usual closure axioms for symmetric topological spaces, then we get a full subcategory,
HTop, of HemiNear. Hastings proved that the epireflective hull of HTop turns out to be
all of HemiNear.
(2) Another somewhat larger category than Near is MerTop (merotopological spaces) in
which the epireflective hull of Top (with no restriction to symmetric spaces here) is all
of MerTop [6].
In the present paper we first review the closest known up to now approximation (from
below) to the epireflective hull of Top, and then present a new approximation from above.
The following section gives the needed definitions and results for our exposition. The
previously published results on the epireflective hull of Top problem, those involving ap-
proximations from below, appear in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 contains the previously
unpublished results giving the approximation from above. Section 6 is devoted to coun-
terexamples. We end with some remarks in Section 7.
2. Basic definitions and background information
In this section, we give the definition of Near and of other needed concepts. We also
review relevant results. To begin, we define Mer, the category of merotopic spaces, which
was introduced by Kateˇtov [20]. We use the axiomatization of Mer that was given in [14].
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of subsets of X called near subject to the following axioms:
(1) If ⋂A = ∅ then A is near.
(2) ∅ is near, {∅} is not near.
(3) If A is near and B corefines A then B is near.2
(4) If A∨B = {A ∪B | A ∈A and B ∈ B} is near then A is near or B is near.
The concept that Kateˇtov used to axiomatize merotopic spaces was that of a micromeric
collection of subsets of X, also termed a collection containing arbitrarily small sets, and if
the collection is a filter, termed a Cauchy filter. We will not need this concept, except for
Cauchy sequences, which are defined in Section 5 below.
One could alternatively use uniform covers for an axiomatization:
Definition 3 (Alternative definition of merotopic spaces). A merotopic space is a set X
endowed with a distinguished set of covers of X called uniform covers subject to the fol-
lowing axioms:
(1) Every uniform cover of X is a cover of X.
(2) ∅ is not a uniform cover of X, {X} is a uniform cover of X.
(3) If a cover U of X is refined by a uniform cover of X then U is a uniform cover of X.
(4) If U and V are uniform covers of X then U ∧ V = {U ∩ V | U ∈ U and V ∈ V} is a
uniform cover of X.
The relationship between the near collections approach and the uniform covers approach
is given by:
A cover U of X is a uniform cover iff {X \U | U ∈ U} is not near.
A map f :X → Y between merotopic spaces X and Y is said to be uniformly continuous
iff whenever A is near in X then fA = {f [A] | A ∈ A} is near in Y , equivalently: iff
whenever U is a uniform cover of Y then f−1U = {f−1[U ] | U ∈ U} is a uniform cover
of X.
Mer denotes the concrete category whose objects are all merotopic spaces and whose
morphisms are all uniformly continuous maps.
A defect of merotopic spaces: the underlying closure operator defined by
clA = {x ∈ X | {{x},A} is near}
in general fails to be idempotent. Thus there is no direct relationship to topological spaces.
The concept of nearness spaces fixes this defect. It is obtained by adding to the merotopy
axioms the following one:
(N): clA is near ⇒A is near where clA= {clA | A ∈A}.
2 We say that a collection A corefines a collection B iff for every A ∈A there exists B ∈ B with B ⊂ A.
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nearness space determines a topology on X that we call the underlying topology. In case
the underlying topology of a nearness space X is T1, then we say that X is a T1 nearness
space and we denote the full subcategory of Near whose objects are the T1 nearness spaces
by Near1.
The full subcategory of Near whose objects are those nearness spaces that satisfy the
axiom:
(T): A is near in X ⇐⇒
⋂
clA = ∅
is isomorphic to Top (in fact, the restriction of the forgetful functor from Near to Top
provides such an isomorphism). This allows us to consider Top as a full subcategory of
Near. It is easily seen to be bicoreflective in Near, thus closed under the formation of sums
and quotients in Near.
If we add the “star-refinement” axiom (of uniform covers) to the axioms of Mer, we
obtain the uniform spaces. Thus, Unif is also a full subcategory of Mer. Since the nearness
axiom (N) is satisfied in every uniform space, Unif is also a full subcategory of Near.
In a formal sense, initial structures in Mer, Near, and Unif are defined similarly. The
definition is as follows:
Proposition 4. Let (fi :X → Yi)i∈I be a family of maps with X just a set and (Yi)i∈I
a family of merotopic spaces. Then the initial structure on X with respect to these data is




where J is a finite subset of I and (Vi )i∈J is a family consisting of uniform covers Vi of Yi .
Therefore, the description of subspaces and of products in Mer and in Near have the
same familiar description as in Unif.
3. Subtopological spaces and topological products
The first question that naturally arises is whether an arbitrary subspace of a topolog-
ical nearness space is always itself topological. The answer to that question is “no”. In
particular,
(a) a nearness subspace Y of a Hausdorff space X is topological iff Y is closed in X,
(b) a uniform space that is a subspace of some topological nearness space is topological
iff it is complete.3
3 This assertion is a special case of a much more general fact (see the penultimate sentence in [16], Theo-
rem 13.8 of [14,2], and for a complete treatment of related questions about extensions [3].
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bounded uniformity) is not topological but is a nearness subspace of its Smirnov compact-
ification.
Each of the following uniform spaces is not a subspace of a topological space (cf. [4,2,
16,19]):
(1) Ru, the space of reals with the usual metric induced uniform structure.
(2) The subspaces of Ru determined by the sets X1 = N ∪ {n + 1n | n ∈ N}, X2 = Q,
X3 = P, etc.
(3) Rnt for n > 1 where Rt denotes the reals with their usual topological structure.
(4) Xℵ0 for arbitrary paracompact, non-compact topological spaces.
(5) XI for arbitrary non-compact Hausdorff topological spaces and suitable I .
(6) X×Y for arbitrary non-compact Hausdorff topological spaces X and suitable compact
Hausdorff spaces Y .
(Concerning item 4, a proof can be pieced together from the fact that any product of com-
plete spaces is complete [5] and from the following propositions in Isbell’s book [19, 12
on page 127 and 29 on page 134].)
An internal characterization of those nearness spaces that are a subspace of some topo-
logical space was given in [2]. The details are as follows.
Definition 5. A nearness space X is said to be subtopological iff it is a subspace of some
topological nearness space. We let SubTop denote the full subcategory of Near whose
objects are the subtopological spaces.
Definition 6. A grill G on a set X is a nonempty collection of nonempty subsets of X such
that
(G): A ∪B ∈ G iff A ∈ G or B ∈ G.
Proposition 7. [2] A nearness space X is subtopological iff in X every near collection is a
subset of some near grill.
The above results make the situation of subtopological spaces clear. So what about
products in Near of topological spaces? A partial answer appears in the following results.
Proposition 8. [16] Let X be a T1 topological space with subsets D and E such that D is
closed and discrete, E is not closed, and cardD = cardE. Then the Near product X × X
is not topological.
Proposition 9. [16] Let X be a metrizable topological space. Then X × X is topological
iff X is compact or discrete.
Proposition 10. [10] Let X be a Near product of a family of topological spaces. Then X is
subtopological iff it is topological.
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In his PhD thesis in 1978, N. Heldermann discovered a rather natural subcategory of
Near that contains SubTop (and hence Top) as a proper subcategory and is itself properly
contained in EpiTop. The objects of Heldermann’s category are called concentrated near-
ness spaces. This category is the largest known (at this date) subcategory of EpiTop for
whose objects we have a pleasant internal description.
A subset A of a nearness space X is said to be a pointclosure iff there exists x ∈ X
such that A = cl{x}. A subset A of X is said to be pointclosure finite iff it is contained in
a union of finitely many pointclosures, and it is said to be pointclosure infinite iff it is not
pointclosure finite.
Definition 11. [11] A nearness space is said to be concentrated iff for each near collection
A such that ⋂ clA = ∅, and for each uniform cover U there exists U ∈ U such that for all
A ∈A, the set U ∩ A is pointclosure infinite.
The full subcategory of Near whose objects are the concentrated nearness spaces is
denoted by Concen.
The following proposition gives a useful equivalence of this definition using only near
collections and avoiding uniform covers. The straightforward proofs of this proposition
and the two that follow are omitted.
Proposition 12. A nearness space X is concentrated iff for any near collectionA such that⋂
clA= ∅, the collection
{A \ F | A ∈A and F is pointclosure finite}
is also near.
In the case of T1 nearness spaces, the definition takes on a more intuitively clear form,
as follows:
Proposition 13. A T1-nearness space X is concentrated iff for each near collectionA such
that
⋂
clA= ∅, and for each uniform cover U there exists U ∈ U such that for all A ∈A,
the set U ∩ A is infinite.
Proposition 14. A T1 nearness space X is concentrated iff for any near collection A such
that
⋂
clA= ∅, the collection
{A \ F | A ∈A and F is finite} is also near.
Theorem 15. [11]
(1) Each concentrated nearness space belongs to EpiTop.
(2) Each topological space is concentrated.
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coproducts in Near, but are neither closed under the formation of products (nor even
finite products, see Theorem 16 below) nor of quotients in Near.
Example 29 in Section 6 is an example of a space that is concentrated but not subtopo-
logical.
The following result, an improvement of Proposition 8 above, can be used to show that
Concen is not productive, hence is a proper subcategory of EpiTop (see Example 30 of
Section 6).
Theorem 16. [12] If X is a T1 nearness space with subsets D and E such that D is closed
and discrete, E is not closed, and cardD = cardE. Then the Near product X × X is not
concentrated.
5. Approximations from above
The category of glutinous nearness spaces, which will be our approximation of EpiTop
from above, has a definition that requires several concepts that involve sequences. We begin
with these.
The following definition for Cauchyness of a sequence is the same as the usual definition
in a uniform space.
Definition 17. A sequence (xn) in a nearness space X is said to be Cauchy iff for every
uniform cover U of X there exists m such that {xn | n ∈ N and m n} is a subset of some
member of U .
Definition 18. [18] Let X be a nearness space. A pair of sequences (xn) and (yn) are said
to be adjacent in X iff whenever U is a uniform cover of X there exists m such that for
each n ∈ N with m n, there exists U ∈ U with {xn, yn} ⊂ U .
The adjacency relation between sequences is reflexive and symmetric, but not transi-
tive. Any two sequences that converge to the same point are adjacent. In particular, the
sequences given by xn = n and yn = n+ 1n are adjacent in R supplied with its usual unifor-
mity, but not adjacent in R supplied with its usual topology. If X is a metrizable uniform
space with its uniformity given by the metric d , then a pair of sequences x and y are
adjacent iff limn→∞ d(xn, yn) = 0.
Definition 19. [18] Let X be a nearness space. A pair of sequences (xn) and (yn) are
said to be attached in X iff every uniform cover U of X has a member U such that
{n ∈ N | {xn, yn} ⊂ U} is infinite.
Definition 20. A nearness space X is said to be glutinous iff whenever (xn) and (yn) are
adjacent sequences in X with (xn) Cauchy then (xn) and (yn) are attached in X.
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spaces.
In the next three theorems, we will be establishing that Glu is epireflective in Near and
that it contains Top. These facts imply that EpiTop is a subcategory of Glu.
Theorem 21. Every topological space is glutinous.
Proof. Let X be a topological space.4 Let x = (xn) and y = (yn) be adjacent sequences in
X with x Cauchy. The open covers of X form a base for the uniform covers, so, having the
objective of showing that x and y are attached in X, let U be an open cover of X. Since x
is Cauchy, there exists m and there exists U0 ∈ U such that
{xn | n ∈ N and m n} ⊂ U0.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that for all U ∈ U ,
{





n ∈ N | {xn, yn} ⊂ U0
}
is finite.
Let A = {n ∈ N | yn /∈ cl{xn}}. Then
N \ [{1, . . . ,m} ∪ {n ∈ N | {xn, yn} ⊂ U0
}]⊂ A.
Therefore, A is infinite. For each z ∈ X select Uz ∈ U with z ∈ Uz. For all z ∈ X the set
Ez =
{
n ∈ A | {xn, yn} ⊂ Uz
}
is finite
and for all n ∈ A we have yn /∈ cl{xn}. For each z ∈ X, define Hz to be the set
Uz \
[⋃{
cl{xn} | n ∈ Ez and z /∈ cl{xn}
}∪
⋃{
cl{yn} | n ∈ Ez and z /∈ cl{yn}
}]
.
Each Hz is open and contains z. So defining H = {Hz | z ∈ X} we get an open (hence
uniform) cover of X. For each n ∈ A and each z ∈ X we have {xn, yn} ⊂ Hz. Since N \ A
is finite, the sequences x and y are not adjacent, contrary to our assumption. 
Proposition 22. Glu is hereditary in Near, i.e., each nearness subspace of a glutinous space
is glutinous.
Corollary 23. Each subtopological space is glutinous.
Theorem 24. Glu is productive, i.e., products of glutinous spaces are glutinous.
Proof. Let (Yi)i∈I be a family of glutinous nearness spaces and let X be the product of
these spaces in Near. To show that X is glutinous, let x = (xn) and y = (yn) be adjacent
sequences in X with x Cauchy in X. We must show that the sequences x and y are attached
4 Recall that we assume symmetry, i.e., x ∈ cl{y} iff y ∈ cl{x}.
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there is a uniform cover Vi of Yi such that
∧
i∈J
π−1i Vi refines U
where the πi :X → Yi are the canonical projection maps. Since each πi is uniformly
continuous, for each i ∈ J the sequences (πi(xn))n and (πi(yn))n are adjacent in Yi
and (πi(xn))n is Cauchy in Yi . We shall proceed via induction through the elements of
J = {i1, i2, . . . , ik}. We first define x1 = x and y1 = y (we shall be using superscripts as
indices, not as exponents). Since Yi1 is glutinous, the sequences (πi1(xn))n and (πi1(yn))n
are attached in Yi1 so there must exist a Vi1 ∈ Vi1 such that




Let5 x2 = x1|A1 and y2 = y1|A1. Then x2 and y2 are adjacent sequences and x2 is Cauchy
(in X). Continuing this construction through the elements of J , we get finally the sequences
xk and yk , an element Vik ∈ Vik , and an infinite set








There exists U ∈ U with
k⋂
j=1
π−1ij Vij ⊂ U.
Finally, observe that
Ak ⊂ {n ∈ A | {xn, yn} ⊂ U
}
.
Therefore the sequences x and y are attached in X and the proof is complete. 
It follows from Proposition 22 and Theorem 24 that Glu is an epireflective subcategory
of Near (for example, see in [1, 16.8 and 21.7], or in [24, 1.2.2.9 and 2.2.4], and recall that
Near is a “topological category” over Set). Thus, from Corollary 23 we have:
Corollary 25. EpiTop ⊂ Glu.
Glu is a rather large category. It contains not only all topological nearness spaces but
even all regular, in particular, all uniform spaces, since in a regular nearness space X, the
following holds:
(r): Whenever x and y are adjacent sequences and x is Cauchy, then every uniform cover
has a member U with {n | {xn, yn} ⊂ U} finite.
5 By x|A for a sequence x :N → X and an infinite subset A of X we understand the suitable restriction of x by
A, formally: x|A = x ◦ jA , where jA :N → N is defined recursively by jA(n) = min[A \ {jA(m) | m < n}].
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ample of a topological space that does not satisfy condition (r) is given below in Section 6
(Example 33).
Our next objective is to present two propositions that are useful whenever one needs to
prove that a nearness space is not in an epireflective hull of a subcategory A of Near. Often
the counterexample one is working with is a T1 nearness space.
Proposition 26. Near1 is an epireflective subcategory of Near. More precisely, the quotient
map in Near t1 :X → X/∼, defined by t1(x) = cl{x}, is an open, surjection and is the
reflector of Near into Near1.
Proof. The proof is straightforward but tedious in its details (cf. [26,25]) and is omitted
except for the following: One first defines the topology on X/∼ to be the quotient topology
determined by the map t1. It is a T1 space because X is symmetric. Then one defines the
nearness structure of X/∼ by the requirement that V is a uniform cover of X/∼ iff V has a
refinement by some open cover W of X/∼ for which t−11 W is a uniform cover of X. One
then can prove that the result is really a quotient map in Near. It works here because we
are dealing only with spaces with a symmetric topology. 
Proposition 27. If a T1 nearness space X is a subspace of a product
∏
i∈I Yi of nearness
spaces, then it is also a subspace of a product ∏i∈I Zi of T1 nearness spaces.
Proof. Use the particular definition of the map t1 defined in Proposition 26 to work with
the Near1-epireflections Yi → Zi = Yi/∼. 
6. Counterexamples
Top ⊂ SubTop ⊂ Concen ⊂ EpiTop ⊂ Glu ⊂ Near
In this section we will present examples showing that no two of the categories we have
considered in this paper coincide.
Example 28. Top = SubTop.
At the beginning of Section 3 we have already mentioned that Rp , the proximal reals, is
subtopological but not topological.
Example 29. SubTop = Concen.
For example, the following nearness space X is concentrated but not subtopological: X =
N × Z with a cover U of X defined to be uniform iff there exists n ∈ N such that for all
m n there exists k ∈ N and there exists U ∈ U with
{m} × [(k,∞)∪ (−∞,−k)]⊂ U.
The proof that this example is as we claim can be found in [12] Example 2.3.
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An example is provided by Theorem 16 above. For example, the nearness space Rt × Rt
clearly is in the epireflective hull of Top in Near but is not concentrated (where Rt is the
space of reals with the usual topology).
Example 31. EpiTop = Glu.
The space Ru, the reals with the usual metric induced uniformity, is a glutinous nearness
space but is not in the epireflective hull of Top in Near. For a proof that Ru is not in that hull,
see [4, 2.2]. That it is glutinous follows from the fact that it is uniform and thus satisfies
condition (r) (see the statement of (r) following Corollary 25).
Example 32. Glu = Near.
An example of a nearness space that is not glutinous is provided by the following space.
Let X = N× {0,1} and define a cover U of X to be a uniform cover iff there exists m such
that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) For each nm there exists U ∈ U with {(n,0), (n,1)} ⊂ U .
(b) There exists U ∈ U with {(n,0) | nm} ⊂ U .
Example 33. Not every topological space satisfies condition (r).
An example of a topological space that does not satisfy the condition (r) mentioned above
after Corollary 25 is provided by letting X be the topological space with underlying set
of points being N and with a subset A being open iff the following two conditions are
satisfied:
0 ∈ A ⇒ {n ∈N \A | n ≡ 1 (mod 3)} is finite.
1 ∈ A ⇒ {n ∈N \A | n ≡ 2 (mod 3)} is finite.
7. Remarks
Our objective in writing this paper was to make clear what is known about categories
surrounding EpiTop. What is needed now is to find some condition on nearness spaces
that is intermediate between being concentrated and being glutinous, arriving hopefully at
the desired internal characterization of EpiTop. If it was clear to us what that intermediate
condition would be, then we would have written a different paper.
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